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ABSTRACT
Women's opportunities for employment will be directly

related to their level of skill and experience but also to the labor
market demands through the remainder of the decade. The number of
workers needed for all major occupational categories is expected to
increase by about one-fifth between 1970 and 1980, but the growtn
rate will vary by occupational group. Professional and technical
workers are expected to have the highest predicted rate (39 percent),
followed by service workers (35 percent), clerical workers (26
percent), sales workers (24 percent), craftsmen and foremen (20
percent), managers and administrators (15 percent), and operatives
(11 percent). This publication contains a brief discussion and
employment information concern..ng occupations for professional and
technical workers, managers and administrators, skilled trades, sales
workers, clerical workers, and service workers. In order for women to
take advantage of increased labor market demands, employer attitudes
toward working women need to change and women must: (1) receive
better career planning and counseling, (2) change their career
aspirations, and (3) fully utilize the sources of legal protection
and assistance which are available to them. (SB)
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CAREERS FOR WOMEN IN THE SEVENTIES

W men's opportunities for rewarding employ meat will be directl% related not old% to
their le%el of skill and experience but also to the labor market demands through the
remainder of the decade. 1)% namic changes which significantly affect emplo% ment needs are
rontinually taking place in the different segments of our econonn business, indusir%
go%crnment, and education. New ways of making goods. new product. and changes in life
st les all exert an influence on the types of jobs that heroine mailable. Some of these
changes will lime short term effects on the labor market : others will be long range.

Therefore. it is difficult to make quantitative predictions about job demands. Bow e%er.
based on the most recent forecasts by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, sonic projections can
be made to help women make realistic plans for careers in which openings w ill be available,
in which the can more fully utilize their skills. and in which thin can earn better wages. In
order to become competithe for the more challenging jobs with ad%ancement posililitie s.

women and girls should plan to train for nontraditional as well as traditional occupations.

CII 11-(;ES 11.110R OCCIP1710:1 GROUPS

The movement from a production-based to a senice-based economy will continue in
the 1970's. The number of workers needed for all major occupation categories is expected
to increase by about one -fifth between 1970 and 1980. But the growth rate will an In
occupation group.

The group with the highest predicted growth rate between 1970 and 1980 is that of
professional and technical w kers, estimated to increase by 39 percent. The group w ith the
second highest anticipated growth rate is that of service workers (35 percent), followed b
clerical workers (26 percent). sales workers (24 percent), craftsmen and foreen (20
percent), managers and administrators (15 percent), and operatkes (11 percent). The
estimated number of annual job openings for these groups is as follows:

Professional and technical workers 864,400
Seniee workers 877,000
Clerical workers 1,220,000
Sales workers 298,200
Craftsmen and foremen (skilled trades) 462,900
Managers and administrators 4130)0
Operat kes 5 I .1,800



On the other hand, the demand for nonfarm laborers and farm workers i expected to
decline. Just a, important, perhaps. as the ariation in grow th bN major occupation groups
will be the change in demand for specific occupation. within the %ariot v.- group.

PROFE.S.40 1/, 1 VD TELI/A/C1L HORKERS

The demand for professional and technical workersfei..ale as well as mleis
expected to be strong during the seventies. Many of the occupations in this group lime both
a shortage of qualified workers and a comparatively small number of women. %%omen who
choose to work in professional or technical jobs will enjoy the benefits of hig,lier earnings
that accompany these occupations and will have better chances for athan(Tment. Continued
enforcement of the laws against sex discrimination in employ sent and ellang,ing social
customs will provide women the mechanism to ( ompete for jobs heretofore thought of as
primarily for men.

P-ofessionois

The professional occupations are those which generally require at least a college
education. Many employment opportunities will be open to women who are prepared for
professional positions outside the narrow range in which they are now concentrated. The
number of workers is expected to increase rapidly in the following occupations by 1980:

Average

Total ern- 1% omen as annual
ploy men t , percent openings

1970 of total to 1980

Employ ment counselor 8.000 50 1,100
Marketing research worker 23,000 * 2,600
Occupational therapist 7,500 90 1,150
Physical therapist 15,000 66 1,600
Programmer 200,000 ** 34 700
Systems analyst 100,000 ** 22,700
Urban planner 8,000 ** 750

*%1Jjorily are men.
**Data we not wadable



Other professional occupations in which a large number of openings are expected
annually are:

Total em-
ployment .

1970

A omen as
percent
of total

Average
annual

openings
to 1980

Accountant 491.000 20 31.200
Architect 33.00 4 2,700
Chemist 137,000 7 9.400
Civil engineer 185.000 * 10.000
Dentist 103,000 2 5,400
Dietitian 30,000 90 2,300
Economist 33,000 10 2,300
Electrical engineer 235,000 * 12.200
Industrial engineer 125,000 * 8,000
Life scientist 180,000 10 9,900
Mathematician 75.000 10 4,600
Medical record librarian 13,000 *** 1.500
Medical technologist'
Personnel worker 160,000 25 9,100
Physician 305,000 7 22,000
Physicist 48,000 4 3,500
Psychologist 40,000 25 3,700
Public relations worker 75,000 25 4,400
Recreatii i worker 13,500 50 1,700
Registered nurse 700,000 99 69,000
Rehabilitation counselor 13,000 30 1,600
School counselor 54,000 ** 5,200
Social worker 170,000 ** 18,000
Speech pathologist and

audiologist 22,000 75 2,200
Statistician 24,000 33 1,400
Veterinarian 25,000 2 1,500

Included with medical laboratory workers on page 4.
*Majority are men.
**Data are not aailable.
***Majority are women.
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Techn fruit's

Technicians perform in a upportke eapait% . The% as.it and work clo.el with %arii ou-
professionals such as engineers. scientls. mathematirians. ph% .icians. and denti-t
Qualified women technician will find opportimitie. expanding ill the.c field.. Mo-t
technical jobs require post-serondar% school training but le.. than I %ear of college.
Further, about 80 percent of the job- to be filled during the .eciitic. will not require a

college degree. Some of the technical occupations whirl' offer good pro.pects are

%crage

Total em- Womro as annual
ployment. riven t openings

1970 of total to 1980

Draftsman 310,000 4 16,300
Engineering and science

technician 650,000 11 33.000
Food processing technician 3.400 ** 150

111th an increasing demand for more and better health rare, there will be a need for
man% workers in the usual technical jobs in the health fields. These include:

Total em-
ployment,

1970

11 omen as

percent
of total

.Alerage

annual
openings

to 1980

Dental assistant 91,000 *** 9.200
Dental hygienist 16,000 *** 3,100
Electrocardiographic (EKG)

technician 9,500 *** 1.600
Aledical assistant 175,000 80 20.000
Aledical laborators workers:

Medical laboratory
assistant

Medical laboratory
technician

110,000 80 to 90 13,300

Medical technologist
liadiologic telitiologist 80.000 66 7,700

**Data arc not a%atlablc
***Majont arc notncn.
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III addition. there will be a demand for workers in some of the new and de%eloimig
technical health occupations. These siwciallic- ma.- provide exciting challenges to N wing
women as well as to mature women who want to shift to some other career midw a% in their

worklife. Included an.:

Electniencephalographic (EEC)

Total cm-
On ment_

1970

11orneti as

percent
of total

1%erage

annual
openings

to 1980

technician 3.000 *** 950

Inhalation therapist I 0.000 ** 2.100

Occupational therapy assistant 6.000 *** 1.300

Optometric assistant 5.000 *** 300

Pk sisal therain assistant 10.000 50 2.200

Surgical technician 25.000 *** 2.600

Other Professional artd Technical Occupations

Changes in national priorities, in addition to changes in social and eeonomie :situations.
lune great impact on the creation of new programs and the expansion of occupational
specialties. In this regard, the pressure to clean up, restore, and ronsene the environment
will provide opportunities with an excellent outlook for a %aridly of professional and
((Annual workers. On the other hand, opportunities an in some of the professions that
have employed large numbers in the past. For example, the outlook is mixed in the 1970's
for engineers, law % ers, teachers. and the liberal arts graduate without a speciallx .

Environmental protection.Much of the responsibility for soling problems related to
air. soil. and water pollution will he left to en% inmmental scientistsgeologists. geopin si-
cists, meleorolog:sts. and oceanographersand to other natural scientists. Qualified
wastewater treatment plant operators will be much in demand. En% inmmental technicians
will Ire needed for work related to radiation protection, pesticides. rodent control. and
industrial In giene. In addition, technicians will he needed to operate, maintain. arid repair
equipment used in water pollution eontrol studies.

1 arious disciplines outside the fields of science and technology are useful in furthering
the eatime of emironmental management. For example. the ethl%ing fields of en% iroumental
law, emironmental engineering, and en% ironmental journalism are expected to offer
numerou. opportimitie.4.

Data arr not at filablr
***Majon4 are %omen.
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Engineering.The growth rate for the field of engineering will be slower in the 1970 ,
than in the 1960\ but will continue to increase despite current emplo went difficulties.
particularly for workers in the aerospace industry. Demand is expected to be strong for
engineers versed in computer applications and for those who can apply engineering
principles to medicine, biologt and other sciences. The proportion (. migi:neer, w who are
women is extremely smallless than 1 percent. The applications of engineering know -how
are numerous and, based on tests. many girls haw the necessary aptitude for this
occupation.

Law.The number of women students enrolled in law school in the fall of 1971 was
six times greater than in 1961an increase from 1,497 to 8.914. More time is needed,
however, to determine any noticeable change in the number of women lawyers, since most
of the enrollment increases have occurred during the past 3 years. While women liv
students constituted 9.4 percent of all law students in 1971. women were only about 4
percent of the total number of lawyers.

Between 1970 and 1980, the average annual openings for lawyers is estimated at
14.700. Growth in demand will stem from business expansion and the increased use of legal
services by low- and middle-income groups. For graduates of outstanding law schools or
those who rank high in their classes, prospects will be good in salaried positions with
well-known law firms and as law clerks to judges. This is a cue for women to he ready to
face keen competition if they wish to enjoy expanding career opportunities. However, in
some large metropolitan areas women are finding good job opportunities, especially where
firms feel the pressure to increase the proportion of women employed.

Education.The demand in the seventies will he different from that in the sixties.
There is expected to be a decline in the need for elementary and secondary school teachers.
except in specialties such r.s early childhood development, remedial education, and programs
for the handicapped or underprivileged. The number of persons trained as elementary and
secondary school teachers could exceed the demand. Because of the anticipated decrease,
individuals interested in careers in education might want to explore various other
possibilities. In the area of administration, persons with a talent for and interest in
organization and management may enjoy careers as educational buyers, budget planners,
personnel workers, and public relations directors. In the area of pupil personnel services,
psychologists, social workers, and counselors will be needed. As schools increase their use of
mechanical devices, experts will be needed to provide technical services, such as those
provided by audiovisual specialists.

For college and university teachers, there are good employment prospects at 4-year
colleges for those who have doctorate degrees and at 2-) ear colleges for those who lime
master's degrees.
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Liberal art.E. -Sonic employers may shy away from liberal arts graduates in the belief
that they lack immediately usable job skills as compared with graduates of professional and
lc( finical programs. However, liberal arts students may improve their chances of finding

good jobs later by developing career goals as early as possible. by getting related summer job
exp A.-e, and by participating in extracurricular activities that in% ohe related interests. A
few of the fields open to persons with bachelor of arts degrees are banking. go% eminent,
insurance, personnel administration, public relations, and sales.

Physician's assistant.An emerging occupation in the medical field is that of
physician's assistant. The concepi of the occupation is seen as a means of extending
adequate patient care while alleviating the critical shortage of physicians. since the
physician's assistant performs many of the routine duties usually carried out only by the
physician. Some college training is required but there are variations in the approximately 40

programs eurrently in operation. Data on the number of women preparing for this career are

not vet published, but women should certainly consider this field when looking at future

job prospects as part of the professional health service team. There is also the possibility
that the medical background acquired by the physician's assistant could be a steppingstone
to further preparation to become a physician.

11,1.1AGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS

The entire managerial field is expected to offer a wide variety of opportunities where
women may be able to use their Ind special talents. Occupations which offer good
prospects include purchasing agent, bank officer, and city manager. Rapid employment
growth is expected for bank officers, and opportunities as city managers are excellent for
persons with master's degrees in public or municipal administration.

.omen have often been excluded from mid-level and executive-level management
positions in the past. But since new Federal legislation has expanded emerage and

strengthened the enforcement of provisions which prohibit sex discrimination, employers
will need to review the access of women to management training programs as well as to jobs
at all levels. Specifically. Revised Order No. 4. which implements an Executive order for
Federal contractors and subcontractors, requires them to develop written affirmative action
plans for recruiting, hiring, training, and promoting women. The order is already having
impact on the hiring policies of some companies, and they are beginning to expand
executive opportunities for women. Some employers, who have curtailed their hiring
because of economic conditions, may comply with the or,ler by more fully utilizing their
present women emph.vres and increasing their promotion opportunities. Furthermore, as
companies increase their involvement in the affairs of the community, they may find in
women managers or trainees the special skills which rapport with the community and its
needs will require.



.111.1.1:71 'IR lI)E'
The outlook for worker, in the -killed trades and apprentice-1%1w jobs is %cry good.

This is also an area in which women are ,..reall% underrepreented, %et an% women have the
necestr% aptitudes and potential skills.. Since ph% sieal trength is becoming Is of it factor
for man% skilled jobs, and since the earning, are relati%el% high. the interest among women is
increasing for craft jobs. Some of the skilled occupations in which a rapid employ ent
increase is expected are:

Air conditioning, refrigeration.
and heating mechanic

Aircraft mechanic
Appliance serviceman
Automobile mechanic
Business mach'a' serviceman
Electr;eian (construction)
Industrial machinery'

repairman
Instrument makermechanical
Instrument repairman
Operating engineer (construction

machinery operator)
Plumber and pipefit ter
Tele% ision and radio s rvice

technician
Truck and bus mechanic

CLERIC IL WORKERS

Total cm-
ploy merit,

1970

%%omen as

percent
of total

%%erage

annual
openings
to 1980

113,000
140,000
220.000
610,000

80,000
190.000

180.000
8,000

95,000

310,000
350,000

132,000
115,000

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

7.900
6,000

11,000
23.300
6,000

12.000

9,000
400

3.900

15,000
20.000

4.300
3.200

Employ ['lent in the clerical field, where more than 7 out of 10 workers are women, is
expected t(, increase more than one-fourth by 1980. lloweNer, growth will be limited for
certain ty lies of workers, such as those who prepare pay rolls and customer billing. as
electronic computers come into wider usage.

Clerical workers represent a wide %ariety of skills and experience. There are highly
skilled title searchers and es.ii miners in real estate firms and executive secretaries in business

**Data are not aallable.
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offices. in addition to traditional jobs as secretaries, t% rusts. bookkeepers. and accounting

clerks. On the other hand, occupations such as messenuers and file clerks require little or no

training or experience.

One of the best prospects is for elect ronu «nnputer operating personnel. where
emplob anent is expected to increase ben- rapidlx through the 1970's and the salan is near
the top for clerical jobs. Other occupations with a favorable outlook include:

Aberage

Total em- %%omen as annual

ploy merit. percent openings

1970 of total to 1980

Cashier 847:100 90 64.000

Claim adjuster 114.000 * 4.500

Library technician 76.000 80 7,200

Traffic agent and clerk
(60 abiation) 45.000 ** 4.800

.S 11,ES It OR KERS

1 "nc occupations involving sales col across a ide rangy of retail and w holesale

businesses. and require varying levels of expertise and responsibility. A high school diploma
is generally preferred for routine sales jobs. However, specialized training or college degrees

may be required for sales representatibes of companies dealing in complex products and

services.

Of the 4.9 million persons in sales occupations in 1970. women constituted more than

2 out of 5 of these workers. Approximately 3 out of 10 sales emplobees worked on

part-time schedules, but nearly half of the women sales workers were orking part time.
1% omen sales workers are employed mainly in retail stores and usually sell the less xpensive

itc7r.c gich as hosiery and globes rather than refrigerators, furniture, and automobiles. which

generally yield commissions. Furthermore, men constitute the great majority of employees

*Majority are men.
**Data are not available.
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in real estate, insurance. and other sales work outside of retail stores. Some of the sales jobs
which offer challenging opportunities and have a favorable ot,tlook are:

A N erage

Total em- Women as annual
ploy ment , percent openings

1970 of total to 1980

Insurance agent and brokel 350,000 10 19.000
Manufacturers' salesman 510,000 10 25,000
Real estate salesman and broker 226,000 40 14,800
Securities salesman 200,000 * 11,800
Wholesale trade sales worker 539,000 27,700

SERVICE WORKERS

Service work, after clerical, is the second largest occupation group in which women are
employed. Jobs for which the demand will be strong are:

Average
Total em- Women as annual
ploymcnt , percent openings

1970 of total to 1980

Cosmetologist 484,000 90 43,000
Hospital attendant 830,000 80 111,000
Licensed practical nurse 370,000 *** 58,000
State police officer 41,000 * 2,900
Stewardess 35,600 *** **

The need for private household workers will also be great as family incomes rise and as
larger numbers of womcn work outside the home. However, until improvement in working
conditions and pay are achieved for these workcrs, there is little incentive for them to seek
such employment Also, if more training facilities were available and career ladders
developed so that workers could advance, more women might be willing to enter this field
of work. A new law which allows working parents with incomes up to $27,600 to deduct up
to $400 a month expenses for household services (which might include care of children
and/or incapacitated dependents and home cleaning) could stimulate better wages and
related benefits.

*Majority are men.
**Data are not available.
***Nlajority are women.
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COYCLINIONS

In essence, careers for women should not be any different from careers for men.

Decisions with respect to gainful and satisfying employment for women should be made on

the basis of occupational outlook and the demand for workers in the growth occupations as

well as on individual interests and capabilities. Just how women can capitalize on the growth
occupation demands will depend on a variety of factors.

First, women need better career planning and counseling. They should be encouraged

to develop personal goals based upon occupational information that will enable them to

compete for good jobs in light of their abilities, desires, and training. Career guidance should

begin at the junior high school level, or even at the elementary school level, with the

assistance of counselors, teachers, and parents.

Second, some women must change their career aspirations. Since openings in the usual

"women's" occupations will not be sufficient to supply jobs for all women seeking work,

they must choose alternatives in nontraditional occupations. Many of these jobs pay higher

wages and offer greater opportunities for promotion. In the past, too many women were
forced to settle for second best in jobs. Others were willing to settle for the lesser jobs

because they felt that their stay in the labor force would be temporary. However, the

situation is changing as more and more women become aware of the probability of
combining the roles of wife, mother, and homemaker with that of paid worker.

Third, women must fully utilize the sources of legal protection and assistance which

are available to them. Strong laws against discrimination in employment on the basis of sex

are on the books. Having the legislation, however, is not enough. It is up to women to press

for enforcement of the laws where necessary. "Affirmative action," in accordance with the

requirements of Revised Order No. 4, will enhance the entry of women into many fields

previously "reserve,'" for men. This should help speed up the process of eliminating the
discriminatory and illegal sex labels attached to jobs.

Fourth, and possibly one of the most difficult areas to deal with, is the need to change

employer attitudes with respect to women's roles and desire to work. Perhaps the overriding

factors in this regard are the myths that employers, policymakers, and others in our society

have unfairly associated with the worklife patterns of women. One such myth is that women

are not seriously attached to the labor force, as they work only for "pocket money."

However, of the 33 million women in the labor force in March 1972, more than half were

working because of pressing economic need. These women comprise a group who are either

single, widowed, divorced, separated, or married to men with incomes of less than $5,000 a

year. Women constitute nearly two-fifths of the work force. However, because of foregone

conclusions about their interests and capabilities, women are disproportionately restricted in
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the kinds of jobs the% hold. Their colleen [ration in the less rounding. lourr pacing
occupations provides them with fewer chances for ad% an..ement.

On the other hand, some progress is being made concerning emplov cc attitudes. In
contrast to the practices of just a feu years ago when most companies did not actnek
recruit college women but employed a feu upon application, many companies are now
seeking positive ways to establish equal opportunih programs. Some companies have
indicated that they would hire more ( dirge women if the. were qualified for the fields Of
accounting, engineering, data processing-, mathematics, general business, chemistn , market-
ing, and economies (finance). Many women do not prepare for these fields because they lack
the necessary background, having been channeled away from advanced (and sometimes even
basic) courses in mathematics and science while in high school. Girls should, therefore,
include more of these fundamentals to provide them with au adequate background to
prepare for better employment opportunities in the future.

The concept of personal choice in the world of work will begin to become a realih
when all concernedfoi example, the guidanee counselor, the shop teacher. the plant
employer, and women themselvesare able to develop an appreciation for the difference:- in
personal abilities and desires. This should have great impact for the girl who grew up helping
her father do the car or tractor repairs and has a knack for this kind of uork. In shouldn't
she work as and receive the pay of a inechanie? And in speaking of individual differences, it
goes a step further, tooif a man likes caring for the sick, why shouldn't he become a nurse?

12
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